
Poetic Narrative of a Wild Life in the Wild West

“A whip-smart, vivid masterpiece. Scattershot 
throughout with lines that crackle like a prairie 

wildfire, Beckett delivers both a Beat and gritty epic 
rich with spit-blood and ferocious poetic detail.”

—Hosho McCreesh, author of Chinese Gucci
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“A work for the ages, an American 
epic, vivid, alive, and utterly 

compelling. This heroic song of the 
West as prose poem unfolds with 

sovereign originality.”
—Marc Zegans,

author of La Commedia Sotterranea
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“This spectacular collection is cinematic 

and wild, full of whiskey-drenched tavern 
tales and swaggering shootouts, all loaded 
like a gunslinger’s pine box on an eerie 

ghost train of Beat poetry.”
—V. C. McCabe,

author of Give the Bard a Tetanus Shot

“Larry Beckett has captured America in all of its 
manifestations—cultural, political, and historical.”

—Pat Thomas, author of Did It! Jerry Rubin: An American Revolutionary
and producer of Allen Ginsberg’s The Last Word on First Blues

“This is the absolute real 
deal, full of prose flavor 
that reads like Faulkner, 

but with a wild, unbridled 
style all its own.”
—Eric Shonkwiler,

author of Above All Men

“Intricately drawn
bitingly original.”

—Michael Garrigan,
author of Robbing the Pillars
&

Wyatt Earp is more than a legend; he’s the embodiment of the American Wild
West. It’s easy to reduce a man of such stature to mere stereotypes and icono-
clasm, to leave out the women who inspired him, or to rely on the slander of
those he defeated; but forgoing the myths, wordsmith Larry Beckett skirts the
overwrought icon and gives us instead the aches, loves, and morals of the flesh-
and-blood human. Wyatt Earp follows the famed lawman and his historic posse
through the streets of Tombstone, in a natural five-act tragedy: the western zone,
rise of the outlaws and hero, the showdown, fall of the outlaws and hero, the
vendetta ride. In striking prose poetry that makes use of Earp’s own words, Beck-
ett has mined newspapers, from Tombstone’s Epitaph to the San Francisco Examiner,
Earp’s written testimonies, and biographer interviews to get to the humanity be-
hind the folklore. Wyatt Earp was a man of his word, committed to the law, who
faced his father, armed mobs, assassins, and, as his companion Doc Holliday
says: he walked right in. But he also believed in peace and did all he could to avoid
violence. Antithesis makes myths of American men, and as his friend Bat Mas-
terson says: the story of Wyatt Earp is the story of the West.

“BECKETT HAS REINVENTED THE AMERICAN WEST.
Whoever said that the long poem is dead, was dead wrong. Beckett’s ele-
gant, hefty Wyatt Earp proves that the extended poetical narrative is still
kicking up its heels, spurs and all.” —Jonah Raskin,

author of American Scream: Allen Ginsberg’s ‘Howl’
and the Making of the Beat Generation


